The reversible hydration of CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$ in films, single crystals and solar cells
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Abstract

Solar cells comprising methylammonium lead iodide perovskite (MAPI) are notorious for their sensitivity to moisture. We show that hydrated crystal phases are formed when MAPI is exposed to water vapour at room temperature and that these phase changes are fully reversed when the material is subsequently dried. The reversible formation of CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$•H$_2$O followed by (CH$_3$NH$_3$)$_4$Pb$_6$•2H$_2$O (upon long exposure times) was observed using time resolved XRD and ellipsometry of thin films prepared using ‘solvent engineering’, single crystals, and state of the art solar cells. In contrast to water vapour, the presence of liquid water results in the irreversible decomposition of MAPI to form PbI$_2$. MAPI changes from dark brown to transparent on hydration; the precise optical constants of CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$•H$_2$O formed on single crystals were determined, with a bandgap at 3.1 eV. Using the single crystal optical constants and thin film ellipsometry measurements, the time dependent changes to MAPI films exposed to moisture were modelled. The results suggest that the mono-hydrate phase forms independently of the depth in the film suggesting rapid transport of water molecules along grain boundaries. Vapour phase hydration of an un-encapsulated solar cell (initially $J_{sc} \approx 19$ mA cm$^{-2}$ and $V_{oc} \approx 1.05$ V at 1 sun) resulted in more than a 90 % drop in short circuit photocurrent and around 200 mV loss in open circuit potential, but these
losses were fully reversed after the cell was exposed to dry nitrogen for 6 hours. Hysteresis in the current-voltage characteristics was significantly increased after this dehydration, which may be related to changes in the defect density and morphology of MAPI following recrystallization from the hydrate. Based on our observations we suggest that irreversible decomposition of MAPI in the presence of water vapour only occurs significantly once a grain has been fully converted to the hydrate phase.

**Introduction**

Methylammonium lead iodide (which for simplicity we will refer to as MAPI) perovskite is generating frenzied interest in the field of alternative photovoltaics as a promising material for achieving the optimum paradigm of the technology: simplicity of processing combined with outstanding optoelectronic properties. The rapid progression of the claimed power conversion efficiencies of MAPI devices – exceeding 20 %\(^1\) within five years of the first publication\(^2\) – raises the hope that the technology will lead to the manufacture of highly efficient photovoltaic modules with a short energy payback time relative to established technologies.\(^3\)

Ensuring the stability of MAPI photovoltaics under operational conditions is one of the biggest barriers to commercializing the technology. At present, little is understood about the failure mechanisms of devices. To develop effective strategies to improve stability and achieve market standards, the degradation pathways under different environmental conditions must be elucidated.

Unmistakably, MAPI is sensitive to moisture, which may have both detrimental and beneficial effects depending on the context. The presence of humidity during film processing has been shown to significantly influence thin film morphology\(^4\) and was claimed to lead to an improvement of the performance of solar cells.\(^5,6\) But the presence of water has also been suggested, e.g. by Frost *et al.*, to catalyze the irreversible decomposition of MAPI into aqueous HI, solid PbI\(_2\) and CH\(_3\)NH\(_2\) either released as gas or dissolved in water.\(^7\) Experimental evidence has been published to confirm degradation of MAPI into PbI\(_2\) \(^8\) while, in parallel, water was suggested to provoke the crystallization of a perovskite species incorporating isolated [PbI\(_6\)]\(^4-\) octahedra.\(^9\) It has been shown that the exposure of MAPI solar cells to relative humidity greater than around 50 % has rapid detrimental consequences on device performances.\(^10\) Thus efforts to prevent moisture ingress\(^11\) or careful device encapsulation are required to achieve significant stability under operation.\(^12\)
This paper concerns the interaction of MAPI with water. The formation of colorless mono-hydrated methyl ammonium lead iodide \((\text{CH}_3\text{NH}_3\text{PbI}_3\cdot\text{H}_2\text{O})\) from MAPI crystals in aqueous solution at temperatures below 40 °C was described in 1987 by Poglitsch and Webber.\(^\text{13}\) The structure of this mono-hydrate was later determined by Hao et al.\(^\text{14}\) The compound \((\text{CH}_3\text{NH}_3)_4\text{PbI}_6\cdot2\text{H}_2\text{O}\), which we will occasionally refer to as di-hydrated methylammonium lead iodide can also be formed by a similar method, as described by Vincent et al.\(^\text{15}\) Pale yellow di-hydrate crystals result when MAPI is cooled to below 40 °C in a mother liquor of aqueous Pb(NO\(_3\))\(_2\) and methylammonium iodide solution. Christians and co-workers recently investigated the interaction of MAPI and water vapor by exposing both MAPI films cast on mesoporous Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) and full solar cells to controlled humidity,\(^\text{16}\) while, concurrently, Yang et al. have investigated the influence of different hole transport materials on devices exposed to moisture.\(^\text{17}\) Both identified the degradation product as \((\text{CH}_3\text{NH}_3)_4\text{PbI}_6\cdot2\text{H}_2\text{O}\); we note that their diffraction patterns suggest a significant contribution from the monohydrate species. Additionally, Christians \textit{et al.} observed a decrease in performance of solar cells that were stored in moist air depending on the level of humidity. Zhao \textit{et al.}\(^\text{18}\) reported instant optical bleaching of MAPI thin films upon exposure to ammonia vapor that was fully reversible. Their observation was characterized by the appearance of a new Bragg (Cu-K\(_\alpha\)) reflection around 11.6° 2θ in the XRD pattern of the bleached MAPI species. Although not yet widely appreciated, MAPI clearly shows a propensity to form new solvated crystal structures at room temperature by incorporating small polar molecules. The full reversibility of the stepwise hydration of MAPI has – to the best of our knowledge – not yet been demonstrated.

Here, we combine time-resolved ellipsometry with X-ray diffraction measurements to identify the degradation products and monitor the dynamics of the decomposition reactions on thin films, single crystals and full devices in the presence of moisture. Beside the precise derivation of the optical constants of both MAPI single crystals and the hydrate species, our results elucidate the hydration mechanisms and differentiate between reversible hydration and the irreversible formation of lead iodide, thus constituting a crucial step towards engineering long-term stability in perovskite solar cells. Finally, we show that devices that have been exposed to moisture exhibit a dramatic loss of performance which may be recovered by a simple drying step at room temperature so long as water condensation on the perovskite surface did not occur.

\textbf{Methods}

\textit{Sample preparation}
MAPI single crystals: Methylammonium lead iodide single crystals were grown according to the method of Poglitsch and Weber.  

2.5 g of lead acetate trihydrate (Pb(CH$_3$CO$_2$)$_2$•3H$_2$O, Sigma) was dissolved in 10 mL hydroiodic acid (HI$_{aq}$, 57 wt%, Sigma) in a 50 mL round bottom flask and heated to 100 °C in an oil bath. Separately, 0.597 g of CH$_3$NH$_2$ (aq, 40 %, Sigma) was added dropwise to a further 2 mL of HI$_{aq}$ kept at 0 °C in an ice bath under stirring. The methylammonium iodide solution was then added to the lead acetate solution and the mixture was cooled over five days to a temperature of 46 °C, resulting in the formation of black crystals with largest face length around 8 nm. The content of the flasks was subsequently filtered and dried for 12 hours at 100 °C.

MAPI hydrate single crystals: The formation of a hydrated form of MAPI perovskite single crystals below 40 °C was first mentioned by Weber.  

In a 250 ml round-bottom flask, 12 ml CH$_3$NH$_2$ (40 wt% in H$_2$O, Sigma) was neutralized by an aqueous solution of concentrated HI solution (57 wt% in H$_2$O) until the indicator paper showed pH = 7, and the mixture was heated up to 100 °C. Subsequently, 3.86 g of Pb(NO$_3$)$_2$ dissolved in 18 ml H$_2$O was added dropwise to the hot MAI solution under vigorous stirring and black MAPI crystallites started to precipitate. Cooling the solution slowly down to room temperature (over 4 h) led to the transformation of the black crystallites into thin, pale yellow needles. After exposing the crystals to the mother liquor overnight in a refrigerator, the pale yellow needles were filtrated, washed with 50 ml dichloromethane and dried under vacuum (50 mbar) for 1 h. The product obtained was metastable and turned into greyish polycrystalline MAPI by spontaneous loss of its crystalline water under ambient conditions. To avoid this, the sample was stored in a jar at 77 % RH in order to prevent dehydration in air (~35 % RH).

MAI crystals: CH$_3$NH$_3$I (MAI) single crystals were synthesized by reacting 24 ml CH$_3$NH$_2$ (33 wt% in absolute ethanol, Sigma) diluted in 100 ml absolute ethanol and 10 ml HI (57 wt% in H$_2$O, Sigma) at 0 °C in a 250 ml round-bottom flask for 2 h under stirring at room temperature, respectively. After removal of the solvent with a rotary evaporator at 50 °C the white precipitate was recrystallized from absolute ethanol, washed with diethyl ether and dried in vacuum for 12 h.

Thin film preparation: Perovskite thin film preparation was conducted in a glove box under dry nitrogen atmosphere. Thin films of MAPI were fabricated following a ‘solvent engineering’ procedure reported by Xiao et al. First, glass substrates with dimensions 2.5 × 2.5 cm were cleaned with deionized water, absolute ethanol, dried under air flow and then treated in a plasma-cleaner with oxygen plasma for 5 min. For an equimolar 1.25 M MAPI perovskite precursor solution, 0.4 g MAI and 1.156 g PbI$_2$ (99 %, Aldrich) were dissolved in 2 ml DMF (anhydrous, 99.8
%, Aldrich) under stirring at 100 °C. Subsequently, 50 µl of the solution was dynamically spin-coated on a clean glass substrate at 6000 rpm. After a delay of 4 s, 150 µl chlorobenzene (anhydrous, 99.8 %, Aldrich) was quickly added to the spinning substrate. After 30 s total spinning time, the substrate was immediately annealed at 100 °C for 10 min to evaporate residual solvents and to further promote crystallization. Dark brown, lustrous films of MAPI were obtained with a thickness of approximately 270 nm.

**Solar cell fabrication:** FTO-coated glass substrates (Pilkington, 7 Ω/sq) were cut into pieces of 3 × 3 cm and patterned by etching with Zn metal powder and 3 M HCl diluted in deionized water. Then the substrates were cleaned with an aqueous 2 % Hellmanex detergent solution, rinsed with deionized water, acetone and ethanol, and finally dried under air flow. The patterned substrates were cleaned with oxygen plasma for 5 min at 50 % power. A TiO$_2$ compact layer was deposited on top of the substrates by a sol-gel process. For this purpose, a solution containing 35 µl of 2 M HCl and 2.5 ml dry 2-propanol (IPA) was added dropwise to a solution of 369 µl titanium isopropoxide (≥97 %, Sigma) in 2.5 ml dry IPA under strong stirring. The substrates were coated with the TiO$_x$ sol-gel solution by spin-coating dynamically at 2000 rpm for 45 s and then quickly placed on a hotplate at 150 °C for 10 min. To complete the transformation of TiO$_x$ into the anatase phase, the coated substrates were gradually heated to 500 °C (ramp 8 °C/min) and sintered for 45 min in air. A 280 nm MAPI perovskite thin film was deposited on top of the TiO$_2$ compact layer by following the same ‘solvent engineering’ process as employed for thin films, but with a slightly slower spinning rate during spin-coating (5000 rpm).

In order to add the hole transporter to the devices, a solution of 2,2’,7,7’-tetrakis-(N,N-di-p-methoxyphenyl-amine)-9,9’-spirobifluo-rene (spiro-OMeTAD, 99.56 %, Borun Chemicals) in anhydrous chlorobenzene (100 mg/ml) was filtered with a 0.45 µm syringe filter and mixed with 10 µl of 4-tert-butylpyridine (96 %, Aldrich) and 30 µl of a 170 mg/ml solution of lithium bistri fluoromethanesulphonimidate (Li-TFSI, 99.95 %, Aldrich) in acetonitrile (anhydrous, 99.8 %, Aldrich) per 1 ml spiro-OMeTAD solution. The hole transporter solution was coated onto the device substrate by a consecutive two-step spin-coating process at 1500 rpm and 2000 rpm for 40 s and 5 s, respectively. Afterwards, the substrates were removed from the glove box and stored overnight in a desiccator at ~35 % RH. Finally, a 40 nm thick gold layer was deposited by thermal evaporation through a patterned shadow mask under high vacuum conditions (4 × 10$^{-6}$ mbar) to form the counter electrode. The active area under the mask was 0.0831 cm$^2$.

**Ellipsometry measurement**
Spectrometric ellipsometry data on thin films were gathered using an ellipsometer ESM-300 from J. A. Woollam Co., Inc. Measurements on single crystals were performed with a SOPRALAB GESSE5E rotating polarizer ellipsometer mounted in a vertical configuration which is better suited for single crystals. Optical spectra on single crystals were recorded from ca. 1.2 eV to 5.5 eV, at three incidence angles for each sample (67.5°, 70° and 75°). In-situ measurements during hydration and dehydration were performed at fixed incidence (67.5° for single crystals and 75° for thin films). For the single crystal measurements, the ellipsometer was equipped with a chamber fitted with two small slits to offer the possibility to measure the samples at different angles of incidence. In the case of thin films, the measurement was taken through quartz windows, the gas flow being introduced through a side opening. The acquisition time of a spectrum was sufficiently short (less than 5 seconds) compared to the timescale of the measurement to be considered as instantaneous in the analysis.

The hydration setup for Ellipsometry measurements
For single crystal ellipsometry, the relative humidity was fixed at 70 % (±5 %) by controlling the ratio of a mixture of dry nitrogen to humid nitrogen that travelled through a bubbler at room temperature (21 °C). The gas mixture was used to fill the measurement chamber, which had a positive pressure difference relative to the lab atmosphere. A similar setup was employed for the analysis of in-situ hydration of thin films and full solar cell devices, but compressed filtered air as carrier gas with relative humidity of 80 % (±5 %) was used in place of nitrogen. The relative humidity was controlled with a calibrated hygrometer.

Ellipsometry fitting
Spectrometric data acquired by means of varying angle spectroscopic ellipsometry was analysed using the WVASE 32 software from J. A. Woollam Co., Inc. for thin films and Winelli2 from SOPRALAB for single crystals. To fit the experimental data, an initial model of the optical transitions was built for each layer constituting the sample. The dielectric constant was described as sum critical points (CPs) of the joint density of states:

\[
\epsilon(E) = UV_{\text{term}} - \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left[ A_i e^{j\Phi_i}(E - E_{ci} + j\Gamma_i)^n \right]
\]  

(1)

where \(N\) is the number of CPs in the model, \(E\) is the incident photon energy, \(j\) is the imaginary unit and \(UV_{\text{term}}\) is a constant accounting for high energy transitions. The CP \(i\) is described by the amplitude \(A_i\), energy \(E_{ci}\), linewidth \(\Gamma_i\) and an exciton phase angle \(\Phi_i\). The dielectric function is then calculated from the model, which enables the software to simulate spectrometric values of the
ellipsometry parameters, $\psi$ and $\Delta$, at the angles of incidence used for the acquisition via transfer matrix calculations. The ellipsometry parameters relate to the Fresnel coefficients $R_p$ and $R_s$ for p- and s- polarized light:

$$\frac{R_p}{R_s} = \tan(\psi) e^{i\Delta}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Finally, a regression algorithm was used to fit the modelled curve to the experimental $\psi$ and $\Delta$ data by varying the free parameters (for example: the layer thickness and the amplitude or energy centre of an oscillator). The figure of merit describing quantitatively the quality of the fits is the mean square error ($MSE$), given by:

$$MSE = \sqrt{\frac{1}{2N' - M} \sum_{i=1}^{N'} \left[ \left( \frac{\psi_{i}^{\text{mod}} - \psi_{i}^{\text{exp}}}{\sigma_{\psi,i}} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\Delta_{i}^{\text{mod}} - \Delta_{i}^{\text{exp}}}{\sigma_{\Delta,i}} \right)^2 \right]}$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

$N'$ is the number of $(\psi, \Delta)$ pairs, $M$ the number of variable parameters in the model (‘mod’) and $\sigma$ describes the standard deviations on the experimental (‘exp’) data points.

The Bruggeman approximation

The Bruggeman approximation is an analytical averaging method commonly used to study the macroscopic properties of composite materials. In the case of ellipsometry modelling, the approximation is used to estimate the optical constants of two (or more) intimately mixed phases. It assumes homogenous dispersion of one phase into another resulting into an effective medium (EMA). The effective dielectric function $\tilde{\varepsilon}$ of a material composed of two constituents A and B (with respective volume fractions $f_A$ and $f_B$) can thus be written:

$$f_A \frac{\tilde{\varepsilon}_A - \tilde{\varepsilon}}{\tilde{\varepsilon}_A - 2\tilde{\varepsilon}} = -f_B \frac{\tilde{\varepsilon}_B - \tilde{\varepsilon}}{\tilde{\varepsilon}_B - 2\tilde{\varepsilon}}$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

This complex equation, also referred to as coherent potential approximation, is solved numerically for $\tilde{\varepsilon}$. Surface roughness between two layers is also commonly described by an EMA layer consisting of a composite of top and bottom material in equal proportion. In the particular case of top layer roughness, an EMA is used with identical volume proportion of both the top layer and voids.\(^2\)

X-ray diffraction measurements
XRD measurements on both thin films and powder samples were carried out with a Bruker D8 Discover X-ray diffractometer operating at 40kV and 30 mA, employing Ni-filtered Cu-Kα radiation ($\lambda = 1.5406$ Å) and a position-sensitive detector (LynxEye). During the XRD measurements, the samples were exposed to ambient conditions (21 °C, 35–40 % RH). In order to minimize the influence of the environmental factors on the samples during the measurements, the XRD patterns were acquired by recording at a standard 2θ step size of 0.05 deg and a scan speed of 40 s/deg$^{-1}$.

**Measurements on solar cells**

The J-V characteristics of planar perovskite solar cell devices were measured using a Newport OrielSol 2A solar simulator with a Keithley 2401 source meter. The devices were illuminated through a shadow mask, yielding an active area of 0.0813 cm$^2$. The J-V curves were recorded under standard AM 1.5G illumination, calibrated to a light intensity of 100 mW cm$^{-2}$ with a silicon cell (Fraunhofer ISE certified). The input bias voltage was scanned from reverse (-2 V) to forward (0 V) (referred to as backward scan) in 0.05 V steps with a rate of 0.5 V s$^{-1}$ and then from forward to reverse bias (0 to -2 V, forward scan) at the same rate.

**Results and discussion**

*Single crystals.* The hydration mechanism was first investigated optically by varying angle spectroscopic ellipsometry on single crystals of MAPI. The single crystals were prepared via the method of Poglitsch and Weber$^{13}$ recapitulated in the methods section. Figure 1 shows the optical characterization and reversibility upon hydration of what was initially a single crystal of MAPI. When exposed to 70 % relative humidity (RH) at room temperature, the bandgap of the crystal underwent a change from about 1.6 to 3.1 eV in circa 60 hours. The final product is a hydrate constituting a new phase which does not show any of the features of the pristine material. It will be shown below that this hydrate, observed to form at the early stages of the hydration of MAPI crystal is the monohydrate phase. When subsequently exposed to dry atmosphere, the hydrate instantly starts to convert back to the initial MAPI perovskite structure, the process ending in the full recovery of the material (see Figure S1) in about 4 hours. The layer thickness probed by ellipsometry can be estimated crudely from the optical penetration depth $\delta_P$ (where $\delta_P = \lambda_0/4\pi\kappa$ with $\lambda_0$ the incident wavelength and $\kappa$ the extinction coefficient). The probed depth thus varies between approximately 300 nm for 1.6 eV photons to only about 30 nm at 3.1 eV. Since the hydrate spectrum presents no feature around 1.6 eV, we conclude that full conversion from MAPI to the
hydrate occurred to at least the penetration depth within the crystal such that only one species was being examined in each measurement.

**Figure 1.**  (a) Optical constants of MAPI (solid red line) and the hydration product (solid black line) modelled from single crystal ellipsometry (see table S5 and S6 in the supplementary information). The dotted part of the spectra corresponds to the subbandgap region. The
vertical dotted blue lines help to visualize the shift of the bandgap energy upon hydration and drying. (b) Fraction of CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$•H$_2$O that has not been converted back to MAPI as a function of drying time. The measurement was performed on a single crystal of MAPI that had previously been hydrated by exposure to moisture (70 % RH, room temperature) for 60 hours until no MAPI was detectable by ellipsometry.

The dielectric functions of both MAPI and the monohydrate phase were modelled by fitting an ensemble of critical points of the joint density of states to the measured ellipsometry parameters according to the approach described in the methods section. The fits of the ellipsometry parameters of the hydrate are given in supplementary information (Figure S2); we believe this is the first optical characterization of this material. The precise derivation of the optical properties of MAPI single crystals (the optical constants are given in tabulated form in the supplementary information Table S5) will be published separately and are consistent with the recent optical characterization of MAPI thin films in references. We note that literature values of the MAPI bandgap range from 1.5 to 1.6 eV, the spread in this quantity appear to be due to differences in the measurement techniques and definition of the band gap and recent observations suggests aging effects may also increase the band gap. For the purposes of this study we will use the energy of the first critical point required to fit the ellipsometry data which is also consistent with the energy of the photoluminescence peak. We note that this quantity is not identical to the bandgap determined from a Tauc plot of powder reflectance which requires a more accurate determination of the absorption tail, a feature that is not well characterised by ellipsometry. Excitonic critical points (0D, $n = -1$ in Equation 1) were suitable for describing the optical transitions. In particular, the bandgap transition was found to be strongly excitonic (see Figure S3 and Table S1) of symmetric Lorentzian lineshape due to a high degree of localization of the exciton on the octahedra, as explained below.

Surface roughness was modelled by an effective medium approximation layer, as explained in the methods section. The best fits gave values of the surface irregularity around 20 nm for MAPI single crystals and 15 nm in its hydrated form (note that these values should be considered as fitting parameters accounting for the imperfection of the crystal surface rather than representing the absolute r.m.s roughness). Some uncertainty remains regarding the optical constants in the subbandgap region (dotted lines on Figure 1), as the calculated values can be influenced by the tail of the critical points.

A comparison between the position of the CPs of MAPI and its hydrated counterpart is given in Table 1. The position of the fifth CP of the hydrate is ambiguous as it is located outside the probed
spectral region. It accounts for transitions occurring at higher energies which could not be accurately characterized with the apparatus employed in this study.

**Table 1.** Critical point energies obtained for the best fit of MAPI and its hydrate. The complete model of the hydrate is given in Supplementary Information (Table S2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CP</th>
<th>CP position in MAPI (eV)</th>
<th>CP position in the hydrate (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>10.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We now analyse the structure of hydrated MAPI. X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were collected from MAPI single crystals that were exposed to water vapour (80% RH during 60 hours, see methods section).

The XRD pattern in Figure 2a indicates that the MAPI single crystal has converted to a monohydrate, CH₃NH₃PbI₃•H₂O. The simulated XRD pattern for each phase¹⁴,¹⁵ (also shown in Figure 2a) enable clear identification of the strong reflections at 2θ = 8.47° and 2θ = 10.54° as MAPI monohydrate.

The monohydrate, CH₃NH₃PbI₃•H₂O, was reported to form metastable, thin, pale yellow needles (see Figure S4) which dehydrate spontaneously in air, forming polycrystalline MAPI.¹⁴ Figure 2c shows the refined crystal structure of this intercalation compound.¹⁴ It incorporates one-dimensional (1D), isolated [PbI₃]⁻ double-chains, in which each [PbI₆]⁺ octahedron is connected to two neighboring octahedra by a common corner forming a two-octahedra wide ‘ribbon’ (extending out of the page, along the b-axis in Figure 2c). These negatively charged [PbI₃]⁻ chains are charge balanced by the intercalated CH₃NH₃⁺ cations. Additionally, the H₂O molecules which are inserted between the [PbI₃]⁻ chains provide further stability to the structure via symmetrically bifurcated hydrogen bonds between the H-atoms of the water molecules and the N-atom of methylammonium cations (d(O-N) = 2.829 Å).¹⁴ The calculated XRD pattern of CH₃NH₃PbI₃•H₂O exhibits intense Bragg peaks at the 2θ positions 8.10°, 8.66° and 10.66°, corresponding to the (001), (100) and (101) reflections of a monoclinic P 2₁/m crystal structure. In the XRD pattern of the MAPI film exposed to moisture in Figure 2a, the presence of monohydrate can be recognized by the presence of XRD peaks around 8.6° and 10.5°.
The monohydrate CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$•H$_2$O should not be confused with the related dihydrate crystal structure, (CH$_3$NH$_3$)$_4$PbI$_6$•2H$_2$O. Dihydrate crystals are obtained together with the monohydrate species in directly synthesized hydrated MAPI needle shaped crystals prepared from solution (methods section, photographs in Figure S4, characteristic reflection at 2θ = 11.39° in XRD pattern in Figure 2a). The dihydrate (CH$_3$NH$_3$)$_4$PbI$_6$•2H$_2$O can be considered as a zero-dimensional network of isolated [PbI$_6$]$^{4-}$ octahedra, neutralized by surrounding CH$_3$NH$_3^+$ cations. The crystal structure can be related to a distorted NaCl-type lattice consisting of [PbI$_6$]$^{4+}$ octahedra and (CH$_3$NH$_3$•••H$_2$O•••CH$_3$NH$_3$)$_2$$^{4+}$ dimers (see Figure 2d).$^{15}$ The simulated XRD pattern in Figure 2a shows that this compound has a diffraction peak around 11.4°. Papavassiliou et al. reported the value of 3.87 eV for the position of the bandgap of (CH$_3$NH$_3$)$_4$PbI$_6$•2H$_2$O by optical absorption spectroscopy.$^{29}$ The absence of any feature in the absorption spectrum obtained from the ellipsometry results in Figure 1 combined with the clear assignment of the XRD peaks to CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$•H$_2$O in Figure 2a rules out the presence of any significant amount of di-hydrate in the hydrated MAPI single crystals.
Figure 2.  
(a) Identification of the composition of the hydrate species grown on MAPI single crystals (at long exposure to water vapours) and of MAPI hydrate crystals (polycrystalline, obtained from solution) by X-ray diffraction (patterns in black and grey). The five patterns below these show species the hydrate is likely to contain. Symbols are used to tag the main features according to the colour of their respective spectra.  
(b) Shows the structure of MAPI in its cubic phase, while (c) shows the structure of the mono-hydrate phase, CH₃NH₃PbI₃•H₂O and (d) displays the structure of the di-hydrate, (CH₃NH₃)₂PbI₆•2H₂O.
The position of the hydrogens on the CH$_3$NH$_3^+$ ions and the water is not assigned in (b) and (d).

**Thin films and polycrystals.** The study was next extended to thin films. MAPI films were prepared on glass using the ‘solvent engineering’ approach described in the methods and then exposed to air with a RH of ~80 % for 2 hours. XRD patterns displayed in Figure 3a show that the exposure to moist air resulted in the conversion of MAPI to both the mono- and dihydrate species.

![Figure 3a](image_url)

**Figure 3.** Time-resolved XRD patterns of polycrystalline MAPI: (a) hydration of a MAPI thin film and (b) dehydration of directly synthesized hydrate needle-like crystals.

Although both hydrate species coexist in the MAPI film after prolonged exposure to moisture, their formation is not simultaneous. Time-resolved XRD experiments were performed to monitor the dynamics of the hydration and dehydration processes in MAPI and to identify the composition of the samples at different transformation stages. The MAPI films were exposed to an airflow containing 80±5 % RH. For exposure times of 30 min and 60 min, the XRD patterns exhibit a very strong diffraction peak at 8.72° in addition to the characteristic reflections of pristine MAPI, indicating the formation of CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$•H$_2$O (see Figure 3a). After 120 min, an additional reflection at 11.64° was detected, indicating the formation of crystalline (CH$_3$NH$_3$)$_4$PbI$_6$•2H$_2$O in
the perovskite film. We conclude that the hydration reaction of MAPI is a two-step process, in which the crystal structure of MAPI is first progressively saturated with one water molecule per formula unit, followed by the formation of a new structure with two water molecules per formula unit upon longer exposure to humidity. The intercalation of water molecules into the crystal structure of MAPI induces a rearrangement resulting in the separation of the [PbI$_6$]$^{4-}$ octahedra, corresponding to the transition from a 3D network of octahedra in pristine MAPI, to 1D double-chains in the monohydrated MAPI species, and finally resulting in a 0D framework of isolated octahedra in MAPI dihydrate. This crystallographic observation substantiates the idea of a high degree of localization of the exciton in the MAPI hydrate which is suggested by our ellipsometry measurements.

The composition of the hydrate species and their sequential formation suggests the following stoichiometric equation:

$$4 \text{(CH}_3\text{NH}_3\text{)}\text{PbI}_3 + 4 \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightleftharpoons 4 \text{(CH}_3\text{NH}_3\text{)}\text{PbI}_3\cdot\text{H}_2\text{O} = \text{(CH}_3\text{NH}_3\text{)}_4\text{PbI}_6\cdot2\text{H}_2\text{O} + 3\text{PbI}_2 + 2\text{H}_2\text{O}$$

The monohydrate is an intermediate product that can be easily converted back to MAPI. When the reaction is driven further to the right by prolonged exposure to water vapor, the formation of the dihydrate is initiated, accompanied by the formation of lead iodide and the release of two water molecules. Only traces of PbI$_2$ were detected in the XRD patterns. The reason may be that the PbI$_2$ formed is initially in an amorphous or nanocrystalline phase, presumably pushed out of the hydrate crystals to grain boundaries. The release of water as the reaction goes from the monohydrate to the dihydrate suggests partial self-sustainability of the conversion process as the water molecules released can be reused to convert remaining MAPI into the monohydrate. It seems likely that the reversibility of mono- to di-hydrate conversion may be limited by phase separation of the reaction products. Eventually, when the whole film is converted, an excess of water may result in the dissolution of CH$_3$NH$_3^+$, irreversibly degrading the structure:

$$\text{(CH}_3\text{NH}_3\text{)}_4\text{PbI}_6\cdot2\text{H}_2\text{O (s)} \overset{\text{H}_2\text{O(l)}}{\longrightarrow} 4\text{CH}_3\text{NH}_3\text{I (aq)} + \text{PbI}_2 (s) + 2\text{H}_2\text{O (l)}$$

The exposure of (CH$_3$NH$_3$)$_4$PbI$_6$•2H$_2$O to light may also result in its irreversible decomposition without the requirement for excess water.
The reverse dehydration reactions were observed to spontaneously occur when hydrated MAPI crystals were exposed to air with low humidity (35 % RH at 21°C). In order to track the dehydration reactions, XRD patterns were recorded in 5 minute intervals, shown in Figure 3b. During the exposure to ‘dry’ air the crystals changed color from yellow to dark grey, indicating the formation of polycrystalline MAPI as water molecules were lost.

**Figure 3b** shows that after only a few minutes of drying, characteristic XRD peaks of pristine MAPI appeared in the diffraction patterns. Longer drying led to the disappearance of the peak at 11.39° corresponding to complete transformation of crystalline MAPI di-hydrate to other phases. The reduction of this peak intensity is accompanied by a decrease of the peak intensities associated with MAPI monohydrates and a concomitant increase in the intensity of the crystalline MAPI peaks. This gradual transformation of hydrated MAPI into MAPI perovskite crystals ends in the formation of MAPI within *circa* 15 min, as demonstrated by the XRD patterns showing only the peaks of tetragonal MAPI. We observed that for crystallites of similar sizes, dehydration appears to be a faster process that hydration at room temperature.

Although crystallites of hydrated MAPI were previously reported to have a pale yellow color,\textsuperscript{14,15} our optical characterization, which we assign to the monohydrate phase, indicated that the material is almost colorless. This observation is corroborated by reflectometry measurements performed by Hirasawa *et al.* in the 90’s.\textsuperscript{31} The pale yellow color of macroscopic MAPI hydrate needles reported previously may originate from defects, disorder or impurities, for example traces of elemental iodine which can evolve in the mother liquor from oxidation of concentrated HI solutions, or from the formation of lead iodide when CH\textsubscript{3}NH\textsubscript{3}PbI\textsubscript{3}•H\textsubscript{2}O converts to (CH\textsubscript{3}NH\textsubscript{3})\textsubscript{4}PbI\textsubscript{6}•2H\textsubscript{2}O.

We reiterate that the MAPI film hydration process did not initially lead to the formation of a substantial amount of crystalline lead iodide. We speculate that the mechanism of irreversible decomposition of MAPI into HI, PbI\textsubscript{2} and CH\textsubscript{3}NH\textsubscript{2} can only happen in the presence of excess or liquid water which can dissolve the methylammonium ions. We substantiated this hypothesis by exposing a thin film of MAPI to warm water vapors (see **Figure S5**). Water condensation resulted due to the temperature difference between sample and humid air. Lead iodide was formed with no detectable trace of the hydrate crystals. This reaction was not reversible.

We now propose a mechanism to describe how hydration occurs in thin films based on the interpretation of the ellipsometry observations. Ellipsometry spectra were recorded every 10 or 20
minutes during the conversion of a crystalline MAPI film to CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$$\cdot$H$_2$O by exposure to air with RH 80 % over a period of 100 minutes.

**Figure 4a** shows a diagram of the conversion model that yielded the most accurate description of the transient ellipsometry data. It describes the hydration process as isotropic and homogenous, which corresponds mathematically to a Bruggeman-type mixture of both pristine MAPI and its hydrated counterparts (see the **methods** section for details on the Bruggeman approximation). The optical constants of both MAPI and the hydrate phase were determined from a MAPI single crystal and a MAPI single crystal hydrated by exposure to a moist airflow (80 % RH) for 60 hours (see **Figure 1**). The three fit parameters in this model are: the thickness of the solid thin film, the thickness of the roughness layer on top of the film, and the relative ratio of MAPI and its hydrate in the mixture forming the film and roughness layer. The thickness of the roughness layer was a free parameter during the whole fitting procedure. The thickness of the film and the ratio of its constituents were iteratively defined as fit parameters to avoid the issues arising from the high correlation between these two variables.
Figure 4.  
(a) The Bruggeman-type degradation mechanism used to model the ellipsometry parameters. 
(b) Representative fits of the ellipsometry parameters obtained using the Bruggeman model at different exposure times. 
(c) Hydrate proportion in the thin film as a function of exposure time to humid air (80% RH). 
(d) Cumulative plot of the thickness increase due to conversion from MAPI to hydrate species. 

The blue area shows the solid layer thickness inferred from the relative ratio of phases determined from fit of ellipsometry models (see Figure 4c). The hatched grey area is the surface roughness inferred from the fit of the ellipsometry model assuming 50% of voids and 50% of solid layer (blue) in the rough region. The orange dotted line gives the total equivalent layer thickness defined by the blue area plus half of the grey. It can be compared with the black dots showing the total
equivalent layer thickness obtained from the fit of the ellipsometry model assuming solid layer (blue) and half of grey. The hatched green area gives the r.m.s. roughness measured by AFM.

**Figure 4b** shows representative fits to the measured ellipsometry parameters using the isotropic Bruggeman hydration model described in the previous paragraph. In addition to the qualitative agreement, the model is confirmed by a figure of merit, the mean squared error calculated for the simultaneous fit of the 9 curves (MSE = 5.9) indicating a close match between modelled and experimental data. An alternative model was also tested which describes the anisotropic formation of the hydrate as a layer on top of a MAPI film, with progressive conversion of MAPI to hydrate from top to bottom. However, this model could not account for the collected ellipsometry data. Other more sophisticated models such as graded compositions did not improve significantly the fits either. Thus we conclude the conversion is isotropic on macroscopic scales (i.e. the average film composition is independent of depth), although the phases are likely to separate on a microscopic scale. This suggests a high degree of penetration of water molecules into MAPI thin films that might arise from diffusion of water molecules along grain boundaries.

Our isotropic model cannot describe the complete degradation process of thin films at exposure times longer than 100 min for two reasons. Firstly because the optical constants obtained in the single crystal study are those of the monohydrate. The formation of the di-hydrate at longer exposure times modifies the optical constants of the compound, which would require a different, three component Bruggeman model. Secondly, a significant increase of the top layer roughness is observed at long exposure times, which causes a dramatic increase of the proportion of scattered light (atomic force micrographs of the film surface for different moisture exposure times are shown in **Figure 5**, and the change in surface roughness with time is given in **Table S3**). Significant roughness (above a value of \(\sim\lambda/10\), \(\lambda\) wavelength of the probe beam) has to be analysed with models that are more complex than a single EMA layer with voids. We note that the probe spot of the ellipsometer (\(\sim 1\) mm) has a large diameter compared to the characteristic grain size (\(\sim 50\) to 400 nm), which reconciles our homogenous and isotropic macroscopic conversion model with the microscopic model.

**Figure 4c** shows the evolution of the modelled hydrate content against moist air exposure time obtained from the ellipsometry fit. It can be correlated with the results from time resolved X-ray diffraction presented in **Figure 3a**. Conversely, **Figure 4b** shows the disappearance of \(\text{CH}_3\text{NH}_3\text{PbI}_3\cdot\text{H}_2\text{O}\) upon drying of a hydrated single crystal of MAPI. Conversion of MAPI
perovskite to the monohydrate CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$•H$_2$O causes a lattice expansion of 6 %, based on the relative lattice parameters of the two phases (247 Å$^3$ per formula unit for MAPI, and 263 Å$^3$ for CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$•H$_2$O).$^{14,15}$ Using the fitted hydrate content as a function of exposure time (Figure 3 in the main text), values of the increase of the solid layer thickness due to its expansion on partial hydration can be estimated. Since the roughness of the top layer is also increased by exposure to moisture, the expansion of the total equivalent thickness is obtained by adding the increase of the measured top layer roughness to the dilatation of the lattice inferred from the relative ratio of phases. Figure 4d shows that the thickness predicted from the volume fraction and values directly inferred from the ellipsometry fit follow a very similar trend, as would be expected if our model is internally self-consistent. At early exposure times (< 60 min) however, the measured total thickness is increasing slowly compared with the amount of hydrate present in the film. This could indicate that the hydrate is filling voids within the granular films.

The increase of roughness appearing together with the discoloration of MAPI thin films due to hydration is shown in Figure 5 as a function of exposure time. A dramatic increase in roughness is observed at exposure times longer than 90 min, caused by the crystallization of needle shaped structures on the surface of the films. This corresponds to the appearance of di-hydrate XRD peaks in figure 3a. It is therefore likely that these new structures are di-hydrate crystals (c.f. photograph of directly synthesised needle like hydrate crystals in Figure S4). Note that volume of the di-hydrate phase and PbI$_2$ released on conversion from CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$•H$_2$O is 28 % greater than the original volume of MAPI.
Figure 5. Photographs of thin films of MAPI deposited on glass at different hydration times showing discoloration and AFM measurements (3D and 2D representations).
State of the art solar cells. Finally we now extend our investigations to state of the art solar cells to demonstrate the reversibility of the hydration process in functional devices. The solar cells were fabricated according to the protocol detailed in the methods section. Figure 6a shows the forward to reverse bias photocurrent-voltage scans measured at different times during exposure of the device to moist air (77 % RH) for 3 hours followed by exposure to a dry nitrogen stream for approximately 5 hours. Figure 6b shows the corresponding photocurrent-voltage (J-V) curves measured with reverse to forward bias scans. It is apparent for both scan directions that there is almost an order of magnitude drop in the photocurrent and around a 200 mV loss in photovoltage after the device was exposed to moisture for 3 hours. Strikingly, following exposure of the device to dry nitrogen for 5 hours the J-V curve recovered to very close to its original state in the case of the forward to reverse bias scan. For the reverse to forward bias scan this recovery was much less complete and we see that the magnitude of the hysteresis\textsuperscript{32} in the device’s J-V curves has increased following the hydration-dehydration cycle.

Figure 6c demonstrates the concomitant appearance of the characteristic XRD peaks of the monohydrate with the loss in photovoltaic performance seen in Figure 6a and 6b. The XRD measurement was performed on the complete solar cell exposed to moisture and demonstrates the formation of MAPI monohydrate in devices.

The combination of time-resolved XRD and J-V measurements suggests that partial hydration is already sufficient to cause a dramatic drop in PCE. Our ellipsometry modelling implied that the hydration process was isotropic on a macroscopic scale. This observation, combined with the granular nature of the thin film (see Figure 6c) suggests efficient penetration of moisture within the MAPI film along grain boundaries or micro/mesopores. These arguments lead us to propose the microscopic degradation mechanism displayed in Figure 6e. The microscopic explanation for the significant loss of PCE after partial conversion to MAPI hydrate may be the isolation of the grains from each other which would rapidly impede charge carrier transport resulting in increased recombination current at grain interfaces.

It is interesting that the exposure of devices comprising MAPI to moist air at 77 % RH and 21 °C did not lead to the irreversible decomposition of MAPI into lead iodide and HI, as would be the case in the presence of liquid water. In fact, the effect of moisture exposure could be reversed by exposure to a dry gas flow for several hours. However, it is likely that the underlying film underwent micro-structural reorganization during this process, which may account for the significantly increased hysteresis observed following the hydration-dehydration cycle.\textsuperscript{33}
This same process can however be beneficial during film processing. Since the presence of water vapour appears to catalyse dynamic recrystallisation within the film between the hydrated and pure crystalline phases, this may lead to higher quality films under the optimised processing conditions as long as water is subsequently completely removed by thermal annealing. We note that the humidity in these studies\textsuperscript{5,6} is lower than ~ 50\%. 60\% appears to be a threshold where films are no longer good quality.

**Figure 6.** (a) and (b) Current-voltage characteristics showing full recovery of a planar heterojunction MAPI solar cell upon exposure to moisture; scanned from reverse to forward.
bias and from forward to reverse, respectively. The corresponding performances of the cell are given in Table S4. Note that the steady state performance of cells prepared in a similar way indicated lower steady state photocurrents at the maximum power point (see Figure S6). (c) XRD patterns of a device before and after hydration showing the emergence of the hydrate specie. Dots are used to tag the main features according to the colour of their respective spectra. (d) Cross-sectional SEM image of MAPI deposited on a FTO-coated glass slide. (e) Presumed microscopic degradation model of MAPI thin films under partial hydration.

Conclusions
In conclusion, in addition to the precise optical characterization of MAPI and CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$•H$_2$O, we have shown that the moisture in air induces a reversible hydration process of methylammonium lead iodide perovskite (MAPI). The key difference separating reversible and irreversible degradation seems to be the presence of condensed water. In its absence, no crystalline lead iodide was produced and the reaction can be reversed by blowing dry air over the samples. We demonstrated that the conversion happens isotropically within the granular thin films. The rapid drop of PCE of the devices upon partial hydration led us to propose that the formation of a hydrated layer on the grains has an insulating effect resulting in recombination of photogenerated charge carriers prior to collection.
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